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Abstract. Under unbalanced grid conditions, in a Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG), voltage, current, and ux of the stator become asymmetric. Therefore, active-
reactive power and torque will be oscillating. In DFIG, controlling Rotor Side Converter
(RSC) aims to eliminate power and torque oscillations. However, simultaneous elimination
of power and torque oscillations is not possible. Also, Grid Side Converter (GSC) aims to
regulate DC-link voltage. In this paper, in order to regulate DC-link voltage, an Extended
State Observer (ESO) based on a Generalized Proportional-Integral (GPI) controller is
employed. In this controlling method, DC-link voltage is controlled without measuring
the GSC current and due to use of the GPI controller, the improved dynamic response
is resistant against voltage changes and the settling time is reduced. A versatile Rotor
Position Computation Algorithm (RPCA) is utilized to measure the rotor speed. This
algorithm is simple, accurate, and resistant to changes in the resistance of the rotor and
stator. The simulations are implemented by MATLAB software in the synchronous positive
and negative sequence references (d-q).

© 2022 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Dynamic modeling and control of Doubly-Fed Induc-
tion Generator (DFIG)-based wind generation sys-
tem operating during unbalanced grid conditions were
studied in [1,2]. In a DFIG under unbalanced grid
conditions, voltage, current, and ux of the stator
become asymmetric. If voltage unbalance is not
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taken into account by the control system, the stator
current could become highly unbalanced even with a
small unbalanced stator voltage [3]. Under unbalanced
grid conditions, the negative sequence component of
stator voltage leads to the oscillation of power (active-
reactive) and electromagnetic torque with twice the
grid frequency. Power uctuations lead to increased
temperature in the stator winding, and torque uc-
tuations lead to mechanical tension on the rotor [4].
Control methods of DFIG are conducted based on
the Voltage Orientation Control (VOC) or Flux Ori-
entation Control (FOC). In the VOC method, the
current signal controls the active power along with
the direct axis (Id) and reactive power along with
the quadrature axis (Iq). The inverse is true in the
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case of FOC method [5{7]. Controlling of DFIG in
order to eliminate power and torque oscillations under
unbalanced grid voltage was studied in [8]. In DFIG,
Rotor Side Converter (RSC) is controlled with the aim
of eliminating power and torque oscillations. However,
simultaneous elimination of the stator active/reactive
power and torque oscillations is not possible [9]. For the
purpose of controlling the power and torque by RSC,
multiple controller methods have been used. In [10], a
Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional order sliding
surface (SMC-F) based on robust control designed for
controlling the performance of DFIG's RSC was used.
In this control method, to overcome uncertainties and
incoming disturbances to the system, a sliding mode
controller was used. In order to increase the degree
of freedom and robustness of the controller further,
the sliding surface is selected as a fractional order
form. In addition to increasing the performance of the
controller, the use of a robust sliding mode controller
facilitates reducing chattering phenomenon in the input
control signal. In [11], for controlling the performance
of DFIG's RSC nonlinear robust control approach, an
Extended State Observer based on the Backstepping
controller (ESO-BS) was used. In this controller, the
approach has a simple design and low computational
complexity, which can eliminate nonlinear factors. As a
result, computation complexity is reduced. This paper
aims to reduce the steady-state error value to zero and
improve the accuracy of controlling the RSC; to this
end, a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller is used.
Finally, this method control is compared with SMC-F
and ESO-BS. In recent years, for calculating the rotor
speed of the DFIG, a number of sensor-less methods
were proposed [12,13]. In [14,15], to calculate the rotor
speed of the DFIG, Model Reference Adaptive System
(MRAS) was used. The weakness of MRAS observers
was that it ran in the stator reference frame. Thus,
designing the control parameter can be di�cult and
results may be incorrect or be unstable. In this paper,
to measure the rotor speed of DFIG, a versatile Rotor
Position Computation Algorithm (RPCA) is used. In
the algorithm, without the need for estimating the
stator ux, the rotor position is estimated by means of
measured stator as well as rotor voltages and current.
This algorithm is simple and e�ective and does not
require direct estimation of the stator ux. One
of the most important advantages of this scheme is
that the calculations do not use any approximation.
This algorithm is robust against variations of stator
and rotor resistances and is only dependent on the
estimation of the DFIG mutual inductance [16{18].

Under unbalanced grid conditions, a common DC-
link voltage is controlled by a Grid Side Converter
(GSC). In order to control the DC-link voltage, multi-
ple control methods have been used. In [19], to control
the DC-link voltage, the FUZZY-PI controller was

used. Complexity of performance and analysis is one
of the most important disadvantages of this controller.
In [20], to control DC-link voltage, a nonlinear observer
controller based on sliding mode control was used. This
controller enjoys proper performance in controlling
the DC-link voltage, but remains slightly complicated
in terms of analysis and regulation. To solve this
problem, authors in [21] proposed a nonlinear observer
controller based on high order sliding mode control.
This controller has high sensitivity to a variety of
disturbances and uncertainties. In [22,23], to control
the DC-link voltage, one cycle controller was used.
In this controller, the dynamic response is enhanced
and it is resistant to voltage changes; however, it is
complex in terms of the optimization of responses.
In this paper, for controlling the DC-link voltage, an
Expanded Sate Observer (ESO) based on a Generalized
Proportional-Integral (GPI) controller is introduced.
In this controller, due to use of the GPI controller, the
improved dynamic response is resistant against voltage
changes and settling time is reduced [24{29]. Finally,
this control method is compared with SMC-F, ESO-BS,
PI, and Proportional (P) controller.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Dynamic model of DFIG
The existing DFIG models are primarily developed
on the basis of balanced grid conditions. Under
unbalanced grid conditions, both positive and negative
sequence components of voltage and current need to be
considered in order to accurately describe the system
behavior. With the aim of obtaining decoupled control
between torque/active power and reactive power, the
d-axis in the synchronous reference frame is generally
oriented along the stator ux vector or the stator
voltage vector.

The equivalent circuit of a DFIG can be expressed
in di�erent reference frames such as the stationary
frame, the rotor frame, or the synchronous frame �xed
to either the stator voltage or the stator ux. A
general expression of a DFIG model in an arbitrary
(d-q) reference frame rotating at the angular speed of
!S is shown in Figure 1. The stator and rotor ux are
given respectively as follows:

Figure 1. DFIG (Doubly-Fed Induction Generator)
model in (d-q) reference frame.
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	s = Lsis+Lmir;	r=Lrir+Lmis: (1)

From Figure 1, the stator and rotor voltages in the
arbitrary reference frame can be expressed orderly as
follows:

Vs = Rsis+
d
dt
 s+j !s  s; (2)

Vr = Rrir+
d
dt
 r+j (!s�!r ) r: (3)

According to Eq. (1), the rotor ux and stator current
can be expressed orderly as follows:

 r=
Lm
Ls

 s+�Lrir; is=
1
Ls

( s�Lmir): (4)

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) yields the rotor
voltage in the arbitrary rotating reference frame as:

Vr = Rrir+�Lr
d
dt
ir+

Lm
Ls

d
dt
 s

+j (!slip)
�
�Lrir +

Lm
L s

 s
�
; (5)

where � = 1� L2
m

Ls Lr
is the leakage factor. In Eq. (1){

(5) and Vs and Vr are terminal voltages of stator and
rotor, is, ir output currents of stator and rotor,  s
and  r leakage ux of stator and rotor, Rs and Rr the
resistance of stator and rotor, Ls and Lr inductance
of stator and rotor, and Lm is magnetizing inductance,
!s, !r and !slip synchronous speeds of stator, rotor
speed, and slip frequency, respectively [1{4].

2.1.1. Balanced grid conditions
Many studies have investigated a detailed model of the
DFIG system under a balanced network supply. Thus,
only a brief description is given here. Figure 2 shows
the phasor diagram of the variable F , which represents
voltage, current, or ux, in the stator ux oriented (d-
q), stator (���), and rotor (�r��r) reference frames.
The transformation between (d-q), (���), and (�r��r)
reference frames is given by:

Fdq=F��e�j(!st); F��=F�r�rej(!rt): (6)

In balanced grid conditions, stator voltage is usually

Figure 2. Diagram of reference frame, positive (dq+) and
negative (dq�).

constant that leads to stator ux to remain constant.
Therefore, relationship with Eq. (5) is expressed below:

Vr=Rrir+�Lr
d
dt
ir+j (!slip)

�
�Lrir+

Lm
Ls

 s

�
: (7)

Eq. (7) in (d-q) reference frame components yields:

d
dt

�
Ird
Irq

�
=

" � Rr
�Lr

!slip
�!slip � Rr

�Lr

#�
Ird
Irq

�
+
Lm !slip
�LrLs

�
 sq� sq

�
+

1
�Lr

�
Vrd
Vrq

�
: (8)

The stator's output active power (ps) and reactive
power (qs) can be calculated as follows:

ps+jqs= �3
2 V

+
sdq � I+

sdq � �3
2
j !s  s�(

^
 s�LmIr)

= �3
2
!s (j  s )� 1

Ls
[( s�LmIrd) + jLmIrq]

=
3
2
!s
Ls

[ s LmIrq�j  s ( s�LmIrd)]: (9)

Thus, the stator active and reactive powers are given
by:

ps =
3
2
!s
Ls

 s LmIrq; qs= �3
2
!s
Ls

 s ( s�LmIrd):
(10)

2.1.2. Unbalanced grid conditions
Under unbalanced conditions, variable F in (� � �)
reference frame can be described as follows:

F��(t) =F��+(t)+F���(t) = jF��+j ej(!st+�+)

+ jF���j e�j(!st+��); (11)

where �+ and �� are phase shifts in positive and
negative sequences [1].

As shown in Figure 2, the conversions between the
reference frame positive sequence (dq+) and negative
(dq�) are given as follows:

F+
dq= F�dqe�2j!st; F�dq= F+

dqe
2j!st: (12)

According to Eq. (11), variable F is the sum of the
positive and negative sequences. Therefore, in the
reference frame (dq+), variable F in Eq. (12) can be
written as follows:

F+
dq= F+

dq++F+
dq�= F+

dq++F�qd�e�2j!st: (13)

According to Eq. (13), the positive component is a
constant value and the negative component oscillates
with frequency (2!s) [5{7]. Eq. (13) can be expressed
as a constant value and an oscillatory value:
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F+
d = F+

d++F�d�cos2!st+ F�q�sin2!st;

F+
q = F+

q++F�q�cos2!st� F�d�sin2!st: (14)

The stator's output active power and reactive power in
the positive sequence reference frame are:

ps+jqs= �3
2 V

+
sdq � I^+

sdq = �3
2
�
V +
sq �jV +

sd
�

�
I+
sq +j I+

sd
�
; (15)

where:

V +
sd= �!s	+

sq+
d
dt

	+
sd= �!s(	+

sq++	�sq�cos2!s

t�	�sd�sin2!st)+
d
dt

(	+
sd++	�sd�cos2!st

+	�sq�sin2!st)= �!s	+
sq++!s	�sq�cos2!st

�!s	�sd�sin2!st; (16)

I+
sd=

1
Ls

[	+
sd�LmI+

rd]=
1
L s

[(	+
sd++	�sd�cos2!s

t+ 	�sq�sin2!st)�Lm(I+
rd++I�rd�cos2!st

+I�rq�sin2!st)]; (17)

V +
sq=!s	+

sd+
d
dt

	+
sq=!s(	

+
sd++	�sd�cos2!st

+	�sq�sin2!st)+
d
dt

(	+
sq++	�sq�cos2!st

�	�sd�sin2!st)=!s	+
sq+�!s	�sd�cos2!st

�!s	�sq�sin2!st; (18)

I+
sq=

1
Ls

[	+
sq�LmI+

rq]=
1
L s

[(	+
sq++	�sq�cos2!st

�	�sd�sin2!st)�Lm(I+
rq++I�rq�cos2!st

�I�rd�sin2!st)]: (19)

In DFIG, we assume that the stator resistance is
negligible. Therefore, in reference (dq+):

V +
sdq=

d
dt

	+
sdq+j!s	

+
sdq=

d
dt

(	+
sdq++	�sdq�e�2j!st)

+j!s(	
+
sdq++	�sdq�e�2j!st)= j!s	+

sdq+

�j!s	�sdq�e�2j!st= V +
sdq++V �sdq�e�2j!st:

(20)

Therefore, we have:

8>>>><>>>>:
V +
sdq+= j!s	+

sdq+ ) �
V +
sq+�jV +

sd+
�

= j!s
�
	+
sq+�j	+

sd+
�

V �sdq�= �j!s	�sdq� )
�
V �sq��jV �sd�

�
= �j!s

�
	�sq��j	�sd�

� (21)

and:

	+
sd+=

1
!s
V +
sq+; 	+

sq+=
�1
!s
V +
sd+

	�sd�=
�1
!s

V �sq�; 	�sq�=
1
!s
V �sd�: (22)

According to Eq. (14), although unbalanced, the stator
voltage can still be regarded as constant (F+

d+ and F+
q+).

Consequently, we have:

d
dt
�
	+
sd+
�

= 0;
d
dt
�
	�sd�

�
= 0;

d
dt
�
	+
sq+
�

= 0;
d
dt
�
	�sq�

�
= 0: (23)

By replacing Eq. (22) into Eqs. (16{19) and considering
Eq. (23), active and reactive powers can be expressed
as:

ps=Ps�av+Ps�sin2sin(2!st)+Ps�cos2cos(2!st);

qs=Qs�av+Qs�sin2sin(2!st)+Qs�cos2cos(2!st):
(24)

Considering that in VOC control V +
sq+ = 0, the active

and reactive matrix forms can be described as [4]:24 Ps�av
Ps�sin2
Ps�cos2

35=
3

2!sLs

24 0
�2V �sd�V +

sd+
2V �sq�V +

sd+

35
+

3Lm
2Ls

24V +
sd+ 0 V �sd� V �sq�
V �sq� �V �sd� 0 V +

sd+
V �sd� V �sq� V +

sd+ 0

35
2664I

+
rd+
I+
rq+
I�rd�
I�rq�

3775 ; (25)

24 Qs�av
Qs�sin2
Qs�cos2

35=
3

2!sLs

24�(V +
sd+)2+(V �sd�)2+(V �sq�)2

0
0

352664I
+
rd+
I+
rq+
I�rd�
I�rq�

3775 : (26)

The electromagnetic torque (Te) of a DFIG can be
described as:
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Te=
3
2
PIm[ s(t)i

�
s(t)]

=
3
2
PIm [ s(t) f �s (t)�Lm i�r(t)g]

= �3P Lm
2Ls

Im[ s(t)i
�
r(t)]; (27)

where (P is pole pair), the matrix form of electromag-
netic torque is:24 Te�av

Te�sin2
Te�cos2

35=
3Lm

2Ls!s24 V +
sd+ 0 �V �sd� �V �sq��V �sq� V �sd� 0 V +

sd+�V �sd� �V �sq� V +
sd+ 0

35
2664 I+

rd+
I+
rq+
I�rd�
I�rq�

3775 : (28)

2.2. Control of RSC
2.2.1. Balanced conditions
Eq. (10) indicates that the active and reactive powers
are controlled by regulating (Irq) and (Ird), respec-
tively. As a result, the active and reactive powers
can be controlled independently using rotor current
(Irq) and (Ird), respectively. According to Eq. (8), the
required rotor control voltages in the (d-q) reference
frame are given by [8,9]:�

Vrd
Vrq

�
= �Lr

d
dt

�
Ird
Irq

�
��Lr

"� Rr
�Lr

!slip
�!slip � Rr

�Lr

#�
Ird
Irq

�
�Lm !slip

Ls

�
 sq� sq

�
; (29)

where:

d
dt

�
Ird
Irq

�
=

d
dt

(Irdq) = (Irdq(ref)� Irdq)

(kpd+kid
Z

(Irdq(ref)� Irdq); (30)

where kpd and kid are the proportional and integral
gains of the current controllers.

2.2.2. Unbalanced conditions
Under unbalanced grid conditions, the negative se-
quence component of stator voltage leads to the oscil-
lation of power (active-reactive) and electromagnetic

torque with frequency (2!s). Power uctuations lead
to increase in temperature in the stator winding, and
torque uctuations lead to mechanical tension on the
rotor. In order to reduce the steady-state error value
to zero and improve the accuracy of controlling, PI
controller is used. Given that the simultaneous elimi-
nation of power and torque oscillations is not possible,
the controller is set to Target 1 (eliminating uctuation
of stator active power) and Target 2 (eliminating
uctuation of electromagnetic torque).

Target 1 (eliminating uctuation of stator active
power)
In this case, the stator winding temperature is in-
creased. According to Eq. (25), the required negative
sequence rotor current leads to (Ps�sin 2 = 0; Ps�cos 2 =
0) as given below:

Ps�sin2= 0) I�rq�(ref)

=
1

V +
sd+

�
V �sd�I+

rq+�V �sq�I+
rd+
�

+
2V �sd�
!sLm

;
(31)

Ps�cos2= 0) I�rd�(ref)

=
�1
V +
sd+

�
V �sd�I+

rd++V �sq�I+
rq+
��2V �sq�

!sLm
:
(32)

Accordingly, the power (active-reactive) and electro-
magnetic torque are given by:

Ps av=
3Lm
2Ls

�
(V +

sd+)2� (V �sd�)2� (V �sq�)2
�

V +
sd+

I+
rd+;

(33)

Qs�av= � 3
2Ls

�
(V �sd�)2 + (V �sq�)2 + (V +

sd+)2
�

V +
sd+(

V +
sd+

!s
+LmI+

rq+

)
; (34)

Te�av=
3PLm
2!sLs

�
(V+

sd+)2 + (V �sd�)2+(V �sq�)2
�

V +
sd+

I+
rd+:
(35)

Target 2 (eliminating uctuation of electromagnetic
torque)
In this case, mechanical tension on the rotor decreases.
According to Eq. (28), the required negative sequence
rotor current leads to (Te�sin 2 = 0; Te�cos 2 = 0) given
below:

Te�sin2= 0) I�rq�(ref)

=
1

V +
sd+

�
V �sq�I+

rd+�V �sd�I+
rq+
�
; (36)
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).

Te�cos2 = 0) I�rd�(ref)

=
1

V +
sd+

�
V �sd�I+

rd++V �sq�I+
rq+
�
: (37)

Therefore, power (active-reactive) and the electromag-
netic torque are given by:

Pe�av=
3Lm
2Ls

�
(V +

sd+)2 + (V �sd�)2 + (V �sq�)2
�

V +
sd+

I+
rd+;

(38)

Qs�av= � 3
2Ls

�
(V �sq�)2� (V �sq�)2� (V +

sd+)2
�

V +
sd+(

V +
sd+

!s
+LmI+

rq+

)
; (39)

Te�av=
3PLm
2!sLs

�
(V+

sd+)2�(V �sd�)2�(V �sq�)2
�

V +
sd+

I+
rd+: (40)

Eqs. (33){(35) and (38){(40) express active power and
electromagnetic torque controlled by regulating (I+

rd+)
and reactive power controlled by regulating (I+

rq+).
In the meanwhile, controlling (I�rd�) and (I�rq�) can
eliminate the oscillations of either stator active power
based on Eqs. (31) and (32) or electromagnetic torque
based on Eqs. (36) and (37). As a result, the average
power and electromagnetic torque can be controlled
independently using the rotor current positive sequence
component (I+

rd+, I+
rq+) and the oscillation can be

eliminated using the rotor current negative sequence
component (I�rd�, I�rq�). Figure 3 shows the block dia-
gram Phase-Locked Loop (PLL). The stator's voltage

frequency (!s), the phase angle of the stator voltage
(�s), negative and positive sequence components of
stator voltage, and the negative and positive sequence
components of the rotor current can be measured by
PLL. Under unbalanced grid conditions, to reduce the
e�ects of the negative sequence component, the Band
Stop Filter (B.S.F) with twice the grid frequency is
used. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of a VOC
for RSC control under unbalanced grid. The purpose
of controlling RSC is to eliminate power uctuations
(Target 1) and torque uctuations (Target 2). To
achieve Target 1, positive and negative sequences of
control components can be calculated by Eqs. (33){
(35) and (31) and (32), respectively. To achieve Target
2, components' positive and negative sequences can
be calculated by Eqs. (38){(40) and (36) and (37),
respectively, where:

Vrd=
d
dt

	rd�(!slip)	rq+Rrird; (41)

V rq=
d
dt

	rq�(!slip)	rd+Rrirq ; (42)

	rd=Lr ird+Lmisd=Lr ird+
Lm
Ls

(	sd�Lmird)

= �Lr ird+
Lm
Ls

	sd; (43)

	
rq

=Lrirq+Lmisq=Lr irq+
Lm
Ls

(	sq�Lmird)

= �Lrirq+
Lm
Ls

	sq: (44)
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Figure 4. Block diagram of RSC control.

Upon substituting Eqs. (41) and (42) into Eqs. (43)
and (44), control voltages are given by:

V +
rd+(ref) = �Lr

d
dt
i+rq++V 0+rd+; V

0+
rd+

= �(!slip)�Lr i
+
rq++

!slipLm
!sLs

V +
sd+; (45)

V +
rq+(ref) = �Lr

d
dt
i+rd++V 0+rq+; V 0+rq+

= (!slip)�Lr i
+
rd+�!slipLm!sLs

V +
sq+; (46)

V �rd�(ref) = �Lr
d
dt
i�rq�+V 0�rd�; V 0�rd�

= �(!slip)�Lr i
�
rq��!slipLm!sLs

V �sd�; (47)

V �rq�(ref) = �Lr
d
dt
i�rq�+V 0+rq+; V 0�rq�

= (!slip)�Lr i
�
rd��!slipLm!sLs

V �sq�; (48)

d
dt

(Irdq) = (Irdq(ref)� Irdq)(kpd+kid
s

); (49)

where kpd and kid are the proportional and integral
gains of the current controllers, respectively.

2.3. Measure the rotor speed
To measure the rotor speed of DFIG, an RPCA is used.
In this algorithm, without the need for estimating
the stator ux, the rotor position is measured by
means of measured stator as well as rotor voltages and

current. This algorithm is simple and e�ective and
does not require direct estimation of the stator ux.
One of the most important advantages of this scheme
is that the calculations do not use any approximation.
This algorithm is robust against variations of stator
and rotor resistances and is only dependent on the
estimation of the DFIG mutual inductance [16].

The stator ux in the stationary reference frame
(�� �) axis can be expressed as:

	s� = Lsis�+Lmir�; 	s� = Lsis�+Lmir� ; (50)

The stator voltage components in the stationary refer-
ence frame can be expressed as:

Vs�=Rsis�+
d
dt
 s� ; Vs�= Ris�+

d
dt
 s�: (51)

Therefore, we have:

ir� =
R

(vs��Rsis�)dt�Lsis�
Lm

;

ir� =
R

(vs��Rsis�)dt�Lsis�
Lm

: (52)

As is seen in Figure 5, the rotor current space vector
makes the angle �1 with respect to the �-axis of the
stator reference frame and angle �2 with respect to
the a-axis of the rotor reference frame. The di�erence
between �1 and �2 is and can be expressed as:

�1= atan2
�
ir�
ir�

�
; �2= atan2

�
ir b
ir a

�
;

" = �1��2= atan2
�
ir bir��ir air�
ir air�+ir bir�

�
; (53)
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Figure 5. Rotor current space vector.

where:

ir a =
2
3

�
ira�1

2
irb�1

2
irc
�
;

ir b = +
1p
3
irb� 1p

3
irc: (54)

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of RPCA algo-
rithm which is used to measure the rotor speed of
DFIG.

2.4. Control of GSC
To regulate DC-link voltage, an ESO based on GPI con-
troller is employed. Figure 7 shows the block diagram
of the ESO controller. In this controlling method, the
voltage of the DC-link is controlled without the need
to measure the current of GSC converter and because
of GPI, the dynamic response is improved, voltage-
settling time is reduced, and it is resistant to changes
in voltage parameters. Power transfer relationship in
GSC can be described as:

d
dt

(0:5CV 2
DC) = � V 2

DC
Rloos

�Pr(t)+Pg(t)

) V 2
DC

(S) =
2Rlooss

CRlooss+ 2
Pg(s)

� 2Rlooss
CRlooss+ 2

Pr(s); (55)

where Rloos is the loss of switching, VDC voltage DC-
link, C the capacity, Pr output active power of the
rotor, and Pg �= Pg(ref), where Pg(ref) and Pg are
reference and output powers of GSC, respectively.

2.5. Designing of an ESO
Figure 8 shows the block diagram of voltage control
of the DC-link voltage by GSC. This diagram consists
of an internal loop for controlling converter current
and an external loop for controlling and regulating the
DC-link voltage [25,26]. In order to prevent dynamic
interference between internal and external loops, the
bandwidth of the internal loop is considered to be much
larger than that of the external loop. Eq. (55) can be
rewritten as follows:

d
dt

(V 2
DC) =

2
C
Pg(t)� 2

C

�
V 2
DC

Rloos
+Pr(t)

�
=

2
C
Pg(t)

+ftotal; (56)

where ftotal = 2
C ( V

2
DC

Rloos+Pr(t)) is the total disturbance
that consists of the external disturbance � 2

C (Pr(t))

Figure 6. Block diagram of RPCA (Rotor Position Computation Algorithm).
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Figure 7. Block diagram of the ESO (Expanded State Observer).

Figure 8. Block diagram of control voltage DC-link.

and internally dynamic variation � 2
C ( V

2
DC

Rloos ). In
Eq. (56), V 2

DC is considered as a state variable and
expressed as: x1 = V 2

DC ; ftotal is based on Augmented
Input Estimation (AIE) of state variable and expressed
[27,28] as:

x2 = ftotal =
2
C

�
V 2
DC

Rloos
+Pr(t)

�
;

where, Pg(t) is the system input and indicated as:
u = Pg(t); b0 = 2

C is the coe�cient of input. Moreover,
the derivative time of x2 is denoted by h and the
expression is shown as: dx2

dt = h. Therefore, from
the aforementioned analysis, the state-space model is
derived as follows:�

_x1
_x2

�
=
�
0 1
0 0

� �
x1
x2

�
+
�
b0
0

�
u+
�
0
1

�
h: (57)

Based on Eq. (57), the ESO is constructed as follows:� :z1:z2

�
=
�
0 1
0 0

� �
z1
z2

�
+
�
b0
0

�
u+
�
�1
�2

�
[x1�z1] ; (58)

where z1, z2 are the estimated values of x1, x2 and�
�1
�2

�
is the gain vector of ESO. The state error

equations (e1 and e2) can be subtracting Eq. (58) from
Eq. (57) as follows:� :e1:e2

�
=
���1 1
��2 0

� �
e1
e2

�
+
�
b0
0

�
u+
�
0
1

�
h

and
���1 1
��2 0

�
= He: (59)

From Eq. (59), it is known that the matrix (He) will be
Routh-Hurwitz stable if all roots of the characteristic
polynomial of He, i.e.,

�(s) =s2+�1s+�2; (60)

are on the left half-plane. Suppose that all poles of
ESO are designed to stay on bandwidth (�!0), as given
below [29]:

�(s)=s2+�1s+�2= (s+!0)2!�1= 2!0; �2=!2
0: (61)

From Eq. (61), it is shown that the design of ESO
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Figure 9. Block diagram equivalent transfer function of
ESO.

is simpli�ed to tune (!0) of the ESO, which greatly
simpli�es the design process. Choosing (!0) is an
essential factor that a�ects the system's function.
Observer's bandwidth is usually chosen 5 to 15 times
the bandwidth of the controller of the DC-link voltage.
Therefore, the dynamics of the estimated state enjoys
fast tracking performance. Because high bandwidth
reduces safety versus system noise, the bandwidth of
ESO cannot be very high. In order to achieve a fast
dynamic response, the bandwidth of the current loop
is chosen as 300 rad/s and the voltage controller of
the DC-link is chosen 20 rad/s. As a result, all the
three loops are separated and ESO has a high dynamic
response for estimating the real state.

By substituting �1= 2!0 and �2= !2
0 in Eq. (58),

the ESO is described as:� :z1:z2

�
=
��2!0 1
�!2

0 0

� �
z1
z2

�
+
�
b0 2!0
0 !2

0

� �
u
x1

�
: (62)

Eq. (62) corresponds to the Laplace domain to (Fig-
ure 9):

Gf�u(s)=
^
f total(s)
u(s)

=
�
0 1

�
[SI�Az] �1

�
b0
0

�
= � b0!2

0

(s+!0)2 ; (63)

Gf�V 2
DC

=
^
f total(s)
V 2
DC

=
�
0 1

�
[SI�Az] �1

�
2!0
!2

0

�
=

s!2
0

(s+!0)2 : (64)

By combining Eqs. (63) and (64), the transfer function
of ESO is as follows:

^
f total(s) =

b0!2
0

(s+!0)2u(s)+
s!2

0

(s+!0)2V
2
DC : (65)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Simulation results
Simulations of the proposed control strategy for a
DFIG-based generation system were carried out using
MATLAB/Simulink. Figure 10 shows a schematic
diagram of the implemented system. The DFIG is
rated at (2 MW) and its parameters are given in
Table 1. The nominal converter DC-link voltage is
set at (1200 V); the switching frequencies for both
converters are (2 kHz); the rotor speed is (1.1 pu);
and wind speed is (16.2 m/s). As shown in Figure
10, to absorb the switching harmonics generated by
the two converters to the stator side, a high-frequency

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of the simulated system.

Table 1. DFIG (doubly-Fed Induction Generator) parameters.

DFIG Rated power 2 MW
Voltage /frequency 690 V /5 Hz
RS=Rr 0.0108 pu /0.12 pu
Lm 3.362 pu
L�s=L�r 0.102 pu /0.11 pu
Inertia constant 1.5 s

Dc-link capacitor Cdc 0.0001 F
Choke Lg 0.25 mH
Filter Rf=Cf 0.06 
 /1000 �F
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Figure 11. Voltage, current of stator, and rotor current.

AC �lter is connected. The main objective of the
RSC is to control active-reactive power and torque and
in order to achieve zero state error, it is controlled
using a PI PI controller. In [10], to control the
performance of the RSC, the Sliding Mode Controller
with Fractional order (SMC.F) based on robust control
was used. In this controller, to increase the degree
of freedom and robustness of the controller further,
the sliding surface is selected as a fractional order
form. Using a robust sliding mode controller besides
increasing the performance of the controller leads to the
reduction of chattering phenomenon in the input con-
trol signal. Using the decoupling of the current loops
approach as a very powerful design tool for nonlinear
systems makes the designed controller more robust
against incoming disturbances to the system. In [11],
to control the performance of RSC nonlinear robust
control approach, an ESO-BS was used. This controller
is designed by combining the advantages of ESO with
those of the backstepping theory. This controller has
the advantages of rapid response and insensitivity to
disturbances. Then, ESO is constructed to overcome
model error and unknown disturbances, thereby re-
ducing the calculation burden. This controller has
a simple design and small computational complexity,
has a very fast transient response that e�ectively
eliminates the overcurrent in the RSC, and eliminates
electromagnetic torque in DFIG uctuations. In this
paper, to prove the results of the simulation, control
of RSC with a PI controller was compared with the
methods mentioned in [10,11]. In the simulation,
unbalanced grid conditions as a short-circuit single line
to ground fault within the time duration of [3 s{3.2 s]
were applied. Under unbalanced grid conditions for the
conventional control scheme, as in Figure 11, voltage,
current of stator, and rotor current become unbalanced.
Figure 12 shows the positive component of stator
voltage (Vspd) and the negative sequence component

Figure 12. Stator voltage sequence conventional control
with PI controller.

Figure 13. Rotor current sequence conventional control
with PI controller.

of stator voltage (Vsnd, Vsnq) conventional control.
Also, Figure 13 shows the positive component of rotor
current (Irpd, Irpq) and negative sequence component
of rotor current (Irnd, Irnq) conventional control. Un-
der unbalanced grid conditions, the negative sequence
component of stator voltage and rotor current causes
oscillation of power (active-reactive) and electromag-
netic torque with frequency (2!s = 100 HZ). Figure
14 shows the power (active-reactive) and electromag-
netic torque conventional control. Power uctuations
lead to increased temperature in the stator winding,
and torque uctuations cause mechanical tension on
the rotor. To reduce these e�ects caused by the
negative sequence component, the band-stop �lter is
employed with twice the grid frequency. Figure 15
shows the positive and negative sequence components
of proposed stator voltage control, and Figure 16
shows the positive and negative sequence components
of the rotor current after being passed through the
B.S.F. Given that simultaneous elimination of power
and torque oscillations by RSC is not possible, the
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Figure 14. (Ps - Qs) and Te conventional control with PI
controller.

Figure 15. Proposed stator voltage sequence control with
PI controller.

Figure 16. Proposed rotor current sequence control with
PI controller.

controller of RSC is set to Target 1 (eliminating
stator active power uctuation) during [3 s{3.1 s]
and switched to Target 2 (eliminating electromagnetic
torque uctuation) during [3.1 s{3.2 s]. According to
Figure 17, the active power and torque oscillations
have been reduced signi�cantly during [3 s{3.1 s] and
[3.1 s{3.2 s], respectively. Figures 18{23 show control

Figure 17. Proposed (Ps - Qs) and Te control with PI
controller.

Figure 18. Stator voltage sequence conventional control
with SMC-F (Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional
order sliding surface) controller.

Figure 19. Rotor current sequence conventional control
with SMC-F (Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional
order sliding surface) controller.
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Figure 20. (Ps - Qs) and Te conventional control with
SMC-F (Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional order
sliding surface) controller.

Figure 21. Proposed stator voltage sequence control with
SMC-F (Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional order
sliding surface) controller.

Figure 22. Proposed rotor current sequence control with
SMC-F (Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional order
sliding surface) controller.

Figure 23. Proposed (Ps - Qs) and Te control with
SMC-F (Sliding Mode Controller with Fractional order
sliding surface) controller.

Figure 24. Stator voltage sequence conventional control
with ESO-BS (Extended State Observer based on the
Backstepping controller).

steps of RSC control with SMC-F, and Figures 24{
29 show control steps of RSC control with ESO-BS.
Based on the comparison of the control results of RSC
by PI, SMC.F, and ESO-BS, it was found that under
unbalanced grid conditions where ESO-BS was used,
the amplitude of the negative sequence component
of stator voltage, rotor current, and uctuations of
power and torque were less than those obtained in
the case of the SMC-F and PI controller. Thus,
avoiding complex derivation of adaptive backstepping,
DFIG's RSC with ESO.BS controller outperformed
PI and SMC-F controller. The main objective of
the GSC is to control the DC-link voltage and it is
controlled using ESO based on a GPI controller. To
prove the results of the simulation, control of GSC
with ESO controller is compared with the methods
PI, SMC-F, ESO-BS, and proportional (P) controllers.
Figure 30 shows the DC-link voltage, and Figure 31
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Figure 25. Rotor current sequence conventional control
with ESO-BS (Extended State Observer based on the
Backstepping controller).

Figure 26. (Ps - Qs) and Te conventional control with
ESO-BS (extended state observer based on the
Backstepping controller).

Figure 27. Proposed stator voltage sequence control with
ESO-BS (Extended State Observer based on the
Backstepping controller).

Figure 28. Proposed rotor current sequence control with
ESO-BS (Extended State Observer based on the
Backstepping controller).

Figure 29. Proposed (Ps - Qs) and Te control with
ESO-BS (Extended State Observer based on the
Backstepping controller).

shows DC-link voltage variations during unbalanced
grid conditions. Based on the ESO proposed to control
for GSC control, the maximum overshoot of DC-link
voltage in this controller is less than that in ESO-BS,
SMC-F, PI, and P controllers. In the ESO controller,
given the application of the GPI controller, settling
time was reduced and voltage changes at the interval
of [3 s{3.2 s] were less than those in the PI, SMC.F,
and P controllers. Therefore, the simulation results
con�rmed that the ESO controller for GSC control had
a better performance than the other controller. In
order to calculate the rotor speed, a versatile RPCA
was employed. Figure 32 shows the mechanical speed
of the rotor, and Figure 33 shows changes in rotor speed
at the interval of [3 s{3.2 s]. As observed earlier, this
algorithm is resistant to changes in stator voltage and
remained stable under grid conditions.
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Figure 30. Voltage DC-link.

Figure 31. Variation voltage DC-link during unbalanced
grid conditions.

Figure 32. Rotor speed by RPCA (Rotor Position
Computation Algorithm).

Figure 33. Variation rotor speed during unbalanced grid
conditions.

4. Conclusion

Under unbalanced grid conditions, the negative se-
quence component of stator voltage led to the oscil-
lation of power (active-reactive) and electromagnetic
torque with twice the grid frequency. The controlling
Rotor Side Converter (RSC) aimed to eliminate power
and torque oscillations. In order to regulate DC-
link voltage, an Extended State Observer (ESO) was
employed. In this controlling method, DC-link voltage
was controlled without measuring the GSC current
and due to the application of a Generalized Propor-
tional Integral (GPI) controller, the improved dynamic
response was resistant against voltage changes and
settling time was reduced. To measure the rotor speed,
a versatile Rotor Position Computation Algorithm
(RPCA) was employed. This algorithm was resistant
to changes in stator voltage and was stable under grid
conditions. Simulation results con�rmed that DFIG's
RSC control with an ESO-BS controller exhibited a
better performance than Proportional Integral (PI)
controller or sliding mode controller with fractional
order sliding surface (SMC-F) controller. However,
the proposed ESO controller for GSC control had a
better performance than ESO-BS, SMC-F, PI, and the
proportional (P) controllers, which were compared.

Abbrevations

BSF Band Stop Filter
DFIG doubly-Fed Induction Generator
ESO Expanded State Observer
ESO-BS Extended State Observer Based on the

Backstepping controller
FOC Flux Orientation Control
GPI Generalized Proportional-Integral
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GSC Grid Side Converter
PI Proportional-Integral
RPCA Rotor Position Computation Algorithm
RSC Rotor Side Converter
SMCF Sliding Mode Controller with

Fractional order
SMC-F Sliding surface
VOC Voltage Orientation Control
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